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No One Saw it Coming 
•  Two Falsehoods: Unforeseeable and 

Unpreventable; Black Swans with Fat Tails 
•  Reality: Financial Crisis Inquiry Report 

–  A “Man”-made crisis: Captains of Finance & Public 
Stewards caused it and ignored warnings 

•  Reality: Many economists saw it coming 
–  Godley; Baker; Minsky 

•  Reality: Everyone saw it coming 
–  YBG-IBG: you’ll be gone, I’ll be gone 
–  Goldman&Paulson 
–  It was Wall Street’s desired outcome 



My Education 

•  Minsky/Kalecki/Levy Profits equation 
– P=I+def+NX+Cp-Sw 
– What if Sw<0 

•  Godley alternative: 3 sectors 
–  If private sector runs deficit, govt sector can 

run surplus, given balanced current acct 



Wynneʼs Approach
  Alternative approach to Money: stock-flow 

consistent no independent Ms and Md functions 
  Discipline analysis with stock-flow consistency 

 Minsky: discipline with balance sheets 
  Behavioral equations and thus causation underlies 

analysis 
  Repeated Simulations  progressively better 

understanding of what determines stability and how 
system responds to change 



It all started with Goldilocks 
•  1996: US Federal Govt begins to run 

surpluses; continued for 2.5 years 

•  Clinton projects surpluses for next 15 years 

•  All Gov’t debt will be retired 





Goldilocks was Doomed



Sectoral Balances Approach  

•  Fundamental Principles:  
  A. For every surplus there must be an 
equal deficit 
  B. Flows accumulate to stocks 

•  Two sectors:  
 Govt Balance + Private Balance = 0 
  -i. Govt Deficit = Private Surplus 
  -ii. Govt Surplus = Private Deficit 



Sectoral Balances (Con’t) 

•  Three sectors: Govt Balance+Domestic 
Private Balance+Foreign Balance=0 
 -i. Govt Deficit = Private Surplus + Current 
Acct Def 
 -ii. Govt Surplus = Private Def + Current 
Acct Surplus 
 -etc 



Stock-Flow Consistency 
Flows accumulate to stocks: DeficitsDebt 

 Surpluses Net Financial Wealth 

A. Two Sectors: Govt Debt = Private Net Financial Wealth 
•  Govt Def  Govt Debt = Private Net Financial 

 Wealth 

B. Three Sectors: Govt Debt = Domestic Private NFW + 
  Foreign NFW 

  i. Govt Def Govt Debt = Domestic NFW + Foreign 
  NFW ($) 

(NB: domestic private and foreign sectors can accumulate other 
nongovt assets, depending on balance position; ie foreign can 
accumulate private domestic debt if current acct is negative) 



SUMMARY: Three Sectors 
•  Nongovt “Inside” net financial wealth created 

annually = zero 
–  Subsequent portfolio adjustments  Prices and 

returns on stock of financial assets adjust 
•  Nongovt Net Financial Wealth created annually 

= Govt Def 
–  Subsequent portfolio adjustments  Prices and 

returns on stock of Treasuries adjust 
•  ROW Net Financial Wealth created annually = 

CA Deficit 
–  Subsequent portfolio adjustments  prices and 

returns and exchange rates adjust (floating rate) 







GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE  BALANCES
  Easy to show that Goldilocks was driven by 

unsustainable private sector deficit spending, which 
resumed in the recovery. 

What drove private deficits?  
 Democratization of credit 
 CRA, redlining, deregulation 
 memories of great depression faded 
 Stagnant wage income 

•  With current acct deficit = 4% of GDP, private sector deficit 
(5.6%) was sum of the overall budget surplus (1.6%) and the 
current account deficit: 5.6% = 1.6 + 4  



Clinton Boom Revisited 
•  Most thought the Clinton budget surplus was a great 

achievement (and projected the surplus to continue for 15 yrs or 
more--until all debt retired for first time since 1837). 
–  Lockboxes endorsed by Summers&Yellin&Rubin 
–  Fed govt debt ratio 6% by 2010!!! 

•  By identity means a private deficit and loss of wealth 

•  When firms and households retrenched, economy collapsed and 
budget deficit restored  

•  (Those who are ignorant of history are doomed to repeat it: 6 
previous sustained budget surpluses, were followed by our 6 
depressions! 1819, 1837, 1857, 1873, 1893, 1929) 





Reprise: Implications of Noose 
Tightening (2005) 

•  In late 1990s, tax revenues grew 10% per year,  much 
faster than G (3%) or real GDP (4%) 
–  By 2000, real GDP growth fell to zero, tax revenue began 4-yr 

fall (Mar 2002 falling by 15% per year) 

•  Revenues now increasing at 15%—far outstripping 
 growth of G & nominal GDP (less than 7%), and 
 real GDP (3%) 

•   In the past, growth of taxes at rate far above GDP 
 was followed by recession; current excessive 
 growth of taxes is unprecedented—and 
 projected to continue!   



Dangers Facing US Economy 
(2005—through spring 2008!) 

•  First dispense with red herrings: 
–  Inflation: commodities prices and white noise; 

anyway, no evidence low inflation is harmful 
–  Infinite horizon “unfunded liabilities”; actually 

gov’t debt represents private wealth 
–  “Unsustainable” US current acct deficits that 

require foreign lending; actually US net imports 
provide desired saving to ROW; any turn-around is 
far-off, will be slow, and will raise domestic AggD 



Real Dangers 2005 

•  Federal gov’t spending not growing  
•  Overly restrictive tax policies (regressive S&L; 

taxes on employment; AMT) 
•  Rapidly rising private debt (equity & real estate 

booms, commodites boom, few jobs, stagnant real 
wages) 
– Orthodox: doesn’t matter because wealth is rising, too 
– Godley in 2000: if growth of net lending con’t for 8 

yrs, “sensational day of reckoning could be at hand” 



Financial Liabilities Relative to GDP 
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Conclusions 
•  There really is S&L govt fiscal storm; won’t be 

resolved until economy recovers 
•  Federal deficit nothing to fear; spends by  crediting 

bank accounts. TINA 
•  Flex exchange rates and current acct def 
•  Free of financial constraints, can focus on real 

problems: unemployment, hunger, poverty, 
homelessness, S&L govt crises, infrastructure, 
health care, education 

•  Fear mongering and looming financial crises: the 
lesson of Japan 


